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Start assembling the rear light, remove the shown parts first
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Place the wires in between the lights properly make sure 
they’re not placed on the studs then restore the parts

Replace the clear red parts on the brake lights by the lighting parts 
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Turn to the front side, remove the shown parts to assemble the lights at 
the front

Turn the car upside down then place the wires at the bottom
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Get the lights on one side through the hole beside the tires to get it 
on the surface
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Adjust the length, don’t make it too many wires disposed then 
restore the parts to stable it

Place the wire connecting the light bulbs in between the studs
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Put the inner side of the light cover, if there’s too much wire the
cover won’t be attached tight, you need to lift up the part on last
step and adjust the length. If it looks ok like the picture below you 
can put the other cover back on

Now do the same thing for the other side
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Restore the engine cover, and you should not see any cable 
disposed then this part is done

The steps are basically same as the previous one
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Remove the black plate at the bottom, place the wire in between 
the studs to stable it then put the plate back
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Remove the shown part on the side, place the wire in between the studs then put 
the part back on

Assemble the red lighting plate as shown then put the top back on the car
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Now gather three connectors at the rear side at the bottom
There’s a hole at the corner of the trunk to move the connector of 
the rear light out 

Put the removed parts back to the top
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If you want to make the car convertible, you may place the lighting plate at 
the bottom or you can take it away of course

Connect the plugs then you may light it up
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Then connect with the plugs from the lights

If you want to power up by battery, you need to place the battery case inside the 
trunk, remove the right rear bumper then place the connectors from the case 
through the hole
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Its pretty tight but I’m sure the case could be placed inside the trunk

After the plugs connected, place the battery case inside the trunk
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Remove the shown parts if you want to put the hard cover with light on

Place the wire in between the red tile and the grey plate
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Place the hard cover on the car, connect the cable to the battery case
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Restore the cover and it’s done


